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(New York, New York) Hot Collisions is an album by John Zorn's King Biscuit

Flower Hour that was originally recorded on February 28, 1996 for the
Dutch radio station Radio 538. It was reissued on the King Biscuit Flower

Hour label in 2000. Reception Allmusic awarded the album 3 stars out of 5,
with critic Scott Yanow calling it "a simple set of compositions and little

more than a curiosity" but concluding that its "interest lies in Zorn's
introduction to this chamber-like setting". Track listing "Hot Collisions: With
Bela Fleck" – 10:47 "Hot Collisions: With Jacob Fred Jazz Odyssey" – 10:31
"Hot Collisions: With Ornette Coleman" – 10:44 "Hot Collisions: With the

Tom Waits Band" – 10:11 "Hot Collisions: With John Coltrane and Joe
Lovano" – 10:14 "Hot Collisions: With Various Artists" – 8:38 Personnel Al

Brechner - guitar Anthony Coleman - bass Eddie Prévost - drums John
Frisbie - tenor sax Evan Parker - alto sax, tenor sax Joel Rosenblatt -

vibraphone, marimba Jacob Fred Jazz Odyssey - vocals John Zorn - alto &
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tenor sax, harmonica, bongos, violin, guitar, vocals References
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with IE8, all the CSS3 properties are not working. When I inspected the CSS

classes in firebug, I got this: .Box { border: 0px solid #000000; /* IE8 */
border: none; height: 110px; width: 472px; } .Box DIV { display: inline-

block; height: 100%; } A: You're using a pixel value for border-width. This
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